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Introduction

Good Old Days – Hutchinson’s niche in the ’60s
Niche space

Species partition
an abstract space!
Niche axes:
scenopoetic & bionomic

Resource utilization overlap

Z

aij =

ui (R)uj (R)dR
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Age of Doubts – decline of Lotka-Volterra in the ’80s
What the heck ’niche’ and ’niche axis’ mean?
Quality, or concentration on the axis?
How can I measure e.g. niche width?
Can I measure anything in this theory?
Validity of Gause’s principle?
Non-competitive interactions?
Fluctuations?
Disturbances?
Isn’t Lotka-Volterra too far from the real world?
Aren’t all models too far from the real world?
Isn’t ecology too complex for any theory?
Shouldn’t we study real nature, instead?
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Theory Ladder
Simple intuitive models? or Complex realistic models?
Neither of them connect the specific to the conceptual!
Instead: Theory Ladder
1
2
3
4
5

Conceptual level
Slightly more specific
Even more specific
..
.
As specific, as you want.

Levels should be mathematically related!
Specification of interactions/regulations
Theory of structured populations
Time-scale separation
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Core theory

Steps from LV & classical niche to modern theory
1

Resources ⇒
Regulating variables

2

Lotka Volterra ⇒
linearization of dynamics

3

Resource utilization ⇒
impact & sensitivity

4

Limit of similarity ⇒
Robustness of coexistence
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Steps from LV & classical niche to modern theory
1

Resources ⇒
Regulating variables
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Lotka Volterra ⇒
linearization of dynamics

3

Resource utilization ⇒
impact & sensitivity

4

Limit of similarity ⇒
Robustness of coexistence

Any model can be linearized!
Lotka-Volterra competition:
ri = r0i −

X

aij nj

j

Generalized competition
coefficient:
aij = −

∂ri
∂nj
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Core theory

Steps from LV & classical niche to modern theory
1

Resources ⇒
Regulating variables

2

Lotka Volterra ⇒
linearization of dynamics

3

Resource utilization ⇒
impact & sensitivity

4

Limit of similarity ⇒
Robustness of coexistence

Classical niche theory (ad hoc):
aij ∼

X

u ik u jk

k

Resource utilization
Proposed theory (derived):
−aij =

X ∂ri ∂Rk
∂ri
=
= S i ·I j
∂nj
∂Rk ∂nj
k

Sensitivity of Species i
Impact of Species j
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Core theory

Steps from LV & classical niche to modern theory
1

Resources ⇒
Regulating variables

2

Lotka Volterra ⇒
linearization of dynamics

3

Resource utilization ⇒
impact & sensitivity

4

Limit of similarity ⇒
Robustness of coexistence

Equilibrium:
r (R(n), E) = 0
Perturbation:
∂r
∂n
= a −1
∂E
∂E
Robustness:
det a = det(S i I j )
must be large!
⇒ Species should be different!
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Core theory

Steps from LV & classical niche to modern theory
1

Resources ⇒
Regulating variables

2

Lotka Volterra ⇒
linearization of dynamics

3

Resource utilization ⇒
impact & sensitivity

4

Limit of similarity ⇒
Robustness of coexistence

Larger similarity in
Impact or Sensitivity
⇓
Weaker robustness
of coexistence

[No absolute limit of similarity!]
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Robustness of coexistence, Lotka-Volterra

Robustness of coexistence is lost when det a → 0, i.e. when the
populations become similar in their interactions!
This conclusion is model-independent!
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Robustness of coexistence, Tilman/Leibod’s model

Robustness of coexistence is lost when
either the population’s impact on,
or the their sensitivity towards,
the regulating variables becomes similar! (Slight cheating, ask!)
This conclusion is model-independent!
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Down to the ladder

Structured population in an inhomogeneous and
fluctuating environment?
Dimension reduction:
Pick up the “long-term growth rate” dimensions!
Introduce a dilution rate for
each population!
Study the system, as a
function of the dilution rates!
Invert the functions to get a
“density-dependent”
description!
q.e.d.
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tl;dr, i.e. takes 13 minutes to explain
General scheme:
σi = −

S
X

−1

aij zj ,

j=1

Simple case:
σi =

dNi
dE

,

aij =

X
µ

∂ri

∂Rµ

∂Rµ

∂Nj

,

zj =

∂rj
∂E

.

|{z} |{z}
Si,µ

Ij,µ

Periodic environment:
σi =

1

dNi (0)

Ni (0)

dE

,

aij = −δij +

0

Y
t=T −1

δij +

X

∂ri (t)

∂Rµ (t) ∂Nj (t)
µ

| {z } |
Si,µ (t)

(Barabás et al., 2014)

∂Rµ (t)

{z

Nj (t)

Ij,µ (t)

}



,

zj =

T −1
X
∂rj (t)

∂E
t=0

,
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tl;dr2
General structured populations
X  X ∂Ai,ab
dNi
σi =

dE

,

aij =

vi,a

µ

X

vj,a

X

∂Aj,ab
∂E

∂Gµ

−1  X

∂Rν

Si,µ

wj,b +

XX
µ,ν

vi,a

∂Rν
∂Nj,c

∂Rµ


}

Ij,ν

∂Ai,ab

wj,c

c

{z

}|

{z

a,b

δµν −

ν

a,b

|
zj =

∂Rµ

wi,b

wi,b



δµν −

∂Gµ
∂Rν

−1

∂Gν
∂E

a,b

Gµ (Rν , E) =

=

nj

XX
P
j

a,b,c

d

∂Rµ

sj
X

qj,d wj,d ∂nj,a
k=2

1
λj − λkj

P
 !
k
qj,e wj,e
k
k
Aj,bc (Rν , E) wj,c
wj,a − Pe
wj,a
vj,b



f

qj,f wj,f

(Szilágyi & Meszéna, 2009; Barabás et al., 2014)
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Spatial segregation between two patches

EITHER strictly neutral OR sufficiently niche-segregated!
Szilágyi & Meszéna, Evolutionary Ecology (2009)
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Niche segregation along a succession axis
1
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80
xkoord

100

120

Parvinen & Meszéna, Evolutionary Ecology Research (2009)
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Niche space: Set of regulating variables

Not necessarily an Euclidean space of a few dimension!

Still, species partition an abstract space!
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Niche axes in rainforest
Empirical axes (Turner, 2001):
Height at maturity
Pioneer–climax
Model, Kohyama (1993):
Size
Gap dynamics
Why don’t we say that forest
diversity is understood, at least
partially?
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Take home
On theoretical ecology
General ideas in ecology need not be vague. However, they are
not amenable to direct comparisons with field experience.
Insted, they have to be connected to reality through a chain of
more specific theories/models.
On niche theory
Niche has a well-defined precise meaning with full generality.
Conclusions of Lotka-Volterra & Tilman/Leibold survive!
Not a substitute for studying the specific system!
It is a framework for studying and understanding.

Don’t loose your biological intuition when dealing with details!
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International Initiative for Theoretical Ecology
A think tank to promote our understanding of nature

@iite_info

https://iite.info

@iite.info

IITE - One Year On
Talk to IITE trustees at MMEE2019: Axel Rossberg

, Gyuri Barabás

, Géza Meszéna

The International Initiative for Theoretical Ecology is an integrated platform to promote unity, visibility, teaching, funding, advancement
and application of theoretical ecology. It aims to build and establish theory as a natural foundation of ecology. It also works to support
and strengthen the spirit of pride and collaboration within the community.
IITE was founded in 2018. Join our supporters from the
theoretical ecology community!

Powerful ecological theories
allow

Wikipedia Initiative

more reliable forecasting

Theoretical community ecology consists of many models about
ideas, phenomena and particular classes of systems that do not
spring from a common narrative.

Charity Status
IITE is now a Charitable Incorporated Organisation registered in
England and Wales (reg. 1183900), which means:
* IITE has a life on its own! It belongs to you, the community of
people interested in theoretical ecology. We, the trustees are just
currently looking after it.

Joan Roughgarden, 2009
doi: 10.1007/s10539-009-9164-z

support

* IITE can become partner in research projects and similar activities.

more eﬀective policies

* IITE will soon be able to accept donations.
* IITE has limited ﬁnancial liability, thus protecting those involved.

lead to
stronger protection of nature.

Let's Train More
Theoretical Ecologists Here Is Why

Learning theory
is difficult

You'll see there isn't much yet, and this is the point: please add to it!
To link a new or existing article to the Category, simply add the
following, in a separate line, at the end
[[Category:Theoretical ecology]]

Few ecologists
study theory

Many theorists enter
from outside

Ineffective
peer review

12 July, 2019
Dear Colleagues
TREE has recently published an article (attached) by IITE members and other theoretical
ecologists from five continents that calls for a “global network of postgraduate theoretical [ecology]
training programs”. Please see the article for the rationale. In short: theoretical ecology is
experiencing an Allee effect and we should overcome it.

Tradition of
natural history
Different
skill sets
for theory and
observation

Technical issues
in literature

There are few
theorists

Break here
with training
drive

De-emphasis of formal
reasoning
in literature

We envisage the summer schools to be about 2 weeks long. They can be developed rather quickly
and can make use of existing infrastructure for training programs offered by various organisations
around the world. If you are interested in helping with development and/or delivery of summer
schools, please let us know (contact@iite.info or axel@rossberg.net).
A network of MSc programs in theoretical ecology should build on experiences from related past
and existing postgraduate programs around the world. There is much to be gained from joining
forces, for example:
●

●

doi: 10.1016/j.tree.2019.06.004

Would you like to take this even further, e.g. by adding a Theoretical
Ecology Subportal to the Ecology Portal? Please go ahead!

How can we make this happen? After some discussion amongst us, a reasonable course of action
appears to be a two-pronged strategy: summer schools and a network of MSc programs (optionally
with courses open to PhD students). There will be synergies, because summer schools can help us
test/demonstrate teaching methods and demand, and help explore funding routes, both of which
helps building the MSc network. On the other hand, a network of MSc programs, as it emerges, will
multiply teaching capacity for the summer schools and lend them further credibility.

●

July 11, 2019

* It's open access and information comes in digestible packages.
* Cross-referencing is much simpler than in research papers.
* Wikipedia encourages and supports debate about contents and
style, should there be disagreement.
* Wikipedia encourages you to be bold. If you think a published
concept, model, method etc is important, just put it out there and let
others react.
To get us started, we set up a new "Theoretical Ecology"
Wikipedia category (because much of the material under
"Ecological Theories" is not about theoretical ecology).

Training Initiative

Learning theory
not attractive
Mathematical
models considered
uncertain

Low coherence
of theory

We are asking you all to develop this common narrative of
theoretical ecology on Wikipedia. The advantages:

To advertise and establish the degree and the profession of the Theoretical Ecologists as a
brand recognized by both prospective students and employers.
To improve the suitability of programs for non-academic career pathways, e.g. in the
growing market of impact investment.
To jointly make a case to funders to subsidize programs that move from the margins of
theoretical ecology (theoretical biology, complex systems, modelling, data science) towards
its core.

We are planning to hold a workshop in the summer of next year to bring interested people together.
Topics of the workshop could be: curriculum development, marketing, and financial support - all of
which are closely related.
If you are interested in participating in this workshop or in pre/post workshop discussion, please
drop me a line (axel@rossberg.net).

|

Any thoughts and comments are welcome.
Best wishes,
Axel

Dr. Axel G. Rossberg
International Initiative for Theoretical Ecology ( https://iite.info)
and
Queen Mary University of London (https://www.qmul.ac.uk/sbcs/staff/axelrossberg.html )

IITE is a registered charity in England and Wales (1183900)

What is wrong with theoretical ecology?
Géza Meszéna
Blog post at iite.info - add your comments there
The status of theory within ecology is still uncertain. While it is no longer fashionable
to declare ecological theory completely useless, many ecologist still harbour uneasy
feelings toward it. They must have a point. We theoreticians should not just say that
ﬁeld ecologists don’t understand maths. Theoretical ecology, as they see it, does not
motivate them to learn it.
Theoretical ecology is generally considered as a collection of independent models.
Usually, questions about relationships between the diﬀerent models are not even
asked. They are just diﬀerent models with diﬀerent assumptions, so the results are
diﬀerent, as well. It is a very rare situation, that one of the possible models matches
reality in a very convincing way and allows us to make reliable predictions. While the
so called “strategic” models [1] are supposedly wide in scope, but far from empirical
details, the “tactical” ones may describe a speciﬁc situation, but fail to provide wider
insight and predictive power. Neither of them build a connection between general
concepts and speciﬁc ﬁeld situations. Fundamental issues of ecology remain
unresolved for decades, as one can support any proposal with models.
Many theoretical ecologists are excellent mathematicians and use their proﬁciency in
a subﬁeld of ecology. However, their results are not synthetized into the general
culture of ecology. Ecology is still a verbal science; the subﬁelds of, and the questions
for, theoretical ecology are deﬁned by the verbal (and often confusing) discourse.
Current theoretical ecology books are usually collections of chapters written
independently by diﬀerent authors [2,3]. (Ted Case’s “Illustrated guide” is the
beautiful exception [4].) Chapters of Scheiner & Willig’s book [5] are also written by
diﬀerent authors, but not independently: they had to obey a common structure. Still,

Order at www.oup.com
with code: ASPROMP8

all chapters are verbal summaries of models and the chapters are related only
through that structure.
We should do better. We need to have a diﬀerent mind-set. It is not enough to teach
and learn the very few most elementary models by themselves. We have to teach
how to build a model and how to introduce any complications we wish to include with
a reason. This way we develop the feeling that models describe reality – with the level
of elaboration we want. Of course, ﬁdelity of the model will depend on our detailed
knowledge on the real thing – but this is the empirical side of the issue. This kind of
familiarity with theory building allows us to assess whether the conclusion depends on
this-or-that assumption/simpliﬁcation, or not. We can develop a sense of related
models. Model B can be a more speciﬁc version of Model A, so any conclusion from A
automatically applies to B, independently of the added speciﬁcs. Or, B is an
approximation of A, valid in a limit, etc. This way we can reach conclusions at very
diﬀerent levels. Some of them are very general and robust, others are more restricted
in scope.
My personal motivation comes from the adaptive dynamics culture. Adaptive
dynamics was to a large extent motivated by the theory of structured populations.
This theory is the prime example for a high-level ecological framework theory. The
point is that all complications of the life history of an organism contribute to the
ﬁtness in a mathematically well controlled way – which must be the starting point for
a theory of evolution.
Note that it is very rare even in physics that we accept a model just because it ﬁts
data very convincingly. Sure, ﬁnding Neptune at the predicted place was a moment.
Quantum physics became an established science when a single numerical prediction
of quantum electrodynamics matched measurement with precision of 10 digits. Such
things are rare and always related to the simplest possible situation. In the more
typical case, we have a more-or-less accepted scientiﬁc framework – mostly learned
from the simple cases and tested by many prior applications. We ask questions within

that framework. The ﬁrst check of a new theory/model is whether it is consistent with
the already established knowledge. If not, then it is wrong almost surely. (Well, rarely,
we have to replace the framework.) The established knowledge has a structure. There
are very general laws, and more speciﬁc ones, the latter ones have to be consistent
with the former ones. Then, we have even more speciﬁc understandings on diﬀerent
classes of systems. All of this prior knowledge informs us when developing very
speciﬁc assumptions and models about the speciﬁc system of interest.
While ecology is very diﬀerent from physics, it also needs a kind of structured
theoretical framework. The goal of ecology should be the fundamental understanding
of ecosystems [6], instead of just to reproduce some observed correlations. For this
purpose, we need a theoretical approach in line with that goal of fundamental
understanding. We know how to model the simplest ecological situations. It works,
and theoretical ecology should be built on this experience, instead of trying to
describe (understand?) the more complicated systems with arbitrary models and
(often vague) theories. A few of us have written a book that may illustrate our hope
for an ecology based on a consistent theoretical framework [7].
[1] Czárán, T.: Spatiotemporal models of population and community dynamics.
Chapman & Hall, 1998
[2] Hastings & Gross (Eds.): Encyclopedia of theoretical ecology. University of
California Press, 2012
[3] May & McLean (Eds.): Theoretical Ecology: Principles and Applications. Oxford
University Press, 2007
[4] Case, T. J.: An illustrated guide to theoretical ecology. Oxford University Press,
2000
[5] Scheiner & Willig: The theory of ecology. The University of Chicago Press, 2011
[6] Courchamp, Dunne, Le Maho, May, Thébaud & Hochberg: Fundamental ecology is
fundamental. TREE 30: 9-16, 2015
[7] Pásztor, Botta-Dukát, Magyar, Czárán & Meszéna: Theory-based ecology: a
Darwinian approach, Oxford University Press, 2006

Rossberg et al., poster here.
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Thanks for the coworkers!

Liz Pásztor (Eötvös University)
György Barabás (University of Linköping)
András Szilágyi (Eötvös University)
Péter Szabó (Szent István University)
Mats Gyllenberg (University of Helsinki)
Hans Metz (University of Leiden)
Kalle Parvinen (University of Turku)

Thanks for your attention!

